Scouts
Scuba diving can contribute to different badges.
Water Activities Badge
The Discover Scuba experience meets the requirements for this badge. It is completed in one two hour
session.
For cubs the experience of diving and snorkelling will meet option 2.
Activity Plus
Continue with Diving to achieve the SEAL team award (achieving part 1 and 2). This would take a
minimum of 5 two hour sessions.
Adventure Challenge
Scuba diving could meet the requirements of one the activities. As participants need to complete it twice it
could be run over two sessions lasting one and a half hours.
Swimmer Staged Activity
Due to ratios not all participants can dive at the same time. Non divers could complete the requirements
for the swimming badge when they are not diving.

How the sessions might run
Two hour session (24 participants over two weeks)
Week 1: 12 participants diving. 12 participants completing their swimming activities. This requires a
member of the scout group to complete the swimming assessments
Week 2: participants switch
Costs
Diving session = £20 per session per participant (minimum 10 divers) £25 for 6 – 9 divers
Swimming session = £5 per participant
We will be as flexible as possible to meet your needs. The first session needs to be two hours to
cover the briefing and setting up. Subsequent sessions may be an hour and a half.
First Aid Training
We can also offer first aid training. This can run in a variety of ways. For a non certified course the cost is
£40 per hour. The number of sessions is dependent on the skills to be covered. As a rough rule of thumb
we would recommend one hour per stage to be covered up to and including stage 3.
For a fully certified course (12 lots of 1 hour sessions for up to 24 participants) the cost is £600 plus £15
per participant for registration and £15 for a manual. This meets the requirements for stages 4 and 5.
Leaders may also take part in this course but must be included in the number of participants. We can
offer the course to include additional content to meet the OFSTED requirements for Children in Care (12
hours). Please note: many providers will offer 6 hours distance learning (via a book or a video) but this
course will be delivered face to face. If leaders want to complete the 12 hours first aid course separately
and wish to use the distant learning option followed by a 6 hour training course then this is £125
(reductions available for 2 or more participants).

